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SAT-7

Letter from the CEO, Terry Ascott

Established in 1995, SAT‑7 today broadcasts in
Arabic, Farsi and Turkish, using the powerful tools
of uncensored satellite televsion and social media.
Through multiple Channels (SAT‑7 ARABIC, SAT‑7
PLUS, SAT‑7 KIDS, SAT‑7 PARS & SAT‑7 TÜRK) it
brings the hope of the Gospel to millions of viewers
in the Middle East and North Africa and seeks to
support the life and witness of the region's
17 million Christians.

SAT‑7’s VISION & MISSION
The Vision: to see a growing Church in the Middle
East and North Africa, confident in Christian faith and
witness, serving the community and contributing to
the good of society and culture.  

SAT‑7 Partners

Cover picture: Night of Prayer Cairo, Egypt

Opposite: Night of
Prayer, Cave Church,
13 December 2012

The Mission: to provide the churches and Christians
of the Middle East and North Africa an opportunity to
witness Jesus Christ through inspirational, informative,
and educational television services.
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Letter from Terry Ascott SAT‑7 CEO
This brief 2012 overview of SAT‑7 can only highlight
a few of the many activities, achievements and
challenges faced by the organisation’s 140 or
so dedicated full-time staff, and the hundreds of
invaluable volunteers and free-lancers that help
SAT‑7 in its unique ministry to the people of the
Middle East and North Africa.

These achievements were made despite 2012 being
the most difficult financial year we have had to
cope with. After 4 years of flat income, during which
the organisation has taken on two new satellite
channels, new responsibility for the work in Turkey
(SAT‑7 TÜRK) and coped with high inflation – the
lower-than-budgeted expenses were still US$ 1.4
million in excess of income! This meant that SAT‑7
started 2013 with greatly reduced working funds.
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And yet the legacy of 2012 includes: The completion
of new but yet-to-be-equipped studio spaces
in Istanbul, Cairo and London (for PARS); The
broadcast of some exciting live events from Iraq and
Egypt; New programing presented by and for Turks,

Prayer for Unity
across the Middle
East and North Africa

Afghans, Algerians, Tunisians and Syrians; More and
better programing for Women and Kids; Massive
growth in the on-line viewing of programs and social
media related responses to all broadcasts.
None of this would have been possible without
the prayerful and practical support of our friends
and supporters and we do thank you in the Name
Above All Names for your vital partnership in this
ministry!

“I would like
to thank you
because you
are the reason I
came to Christ.”
Iranian Woman

I pray that each of you will be blessed as you read
in this report on just some of the things that He has
enabled us to do together in the past year. As for
the other things – we may never know, this side of
heaven, just what they are - or how many lives have
been transformed by openly or secretly watching
SAT‑7 programs.
Co-labouring with you in His Harvest Field,

Dr Terence Ascott
Chief Executive Officer, SAT‑7 International
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Testimonies
“I’m not able to go to the
church. God loves me. He
opened a door for me to
attend a church service in
my house every week! I
never thought that one day
I would see bold Algerians
worshipping the Lord and
spreading His word, and not
afraid of being shown on TV.”
Algerian Woman

“I am sure your channel will
satisfy the Turkish people
belonging to all religions,
and it will serve the country
for the equality of religion
and peoples, as well as being
informative about Christianity
and humanity.”
TURKISH MAN
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“Every day, we enjoy what
you present, directing
interesting messages to
our children through your
channel (SAT‑7 KIDS), which
is the only channel we
trust among all the satellite
channels. May the Lord Jesus
really bless you for this great
ministry because, with your
help, we are able to build a
strong generation, forever
committed to Jesus Christ.”
Egyptian reporter

“I pray that we always be one
and for this will of unity to
continue among the churches
and the different communities
in Egypt. Thank you SAT‑7.”
Man from Algeria

“I wanted to thank you for
the Carousel program. I have
a four-year-old daughter who
loves your show and watches
it every day. At the end of
your program, when you pray,
she also closes her eyes and
prays with you. She loves your
show and Jesus a lot.””
Iranian woman

“I cannot switch to any other
channel…I’m learning many
things from this program,
I can’t miss it! I really feel
peace when I watch these
children’s programs, I love
the expressions used by the
little kids, and the simplicity of
presenters.”
73-year-old Algerian
woman watching
sat-7 kids

“I pray that you continue
to be a channel that always
seeks Christ's glory. Thank you
for being a blessing and the
source of my spiritual growth.
Thank you also for teaching
me the real meaning of Unity
and being One in Christ.”
Egyptian woman

“I’m 35 years old and I am a
Muslim, but the truth about
Jesus Christ which I found
through your channel gives
me peace. I follow it on the
internet. I can see that Jesus
Christ is our saviour and
thanks to you I have been
connected to the goodness of
God. I have found everything
that I was looking for in the
35 years of my life.”
TURKISH MAN

“We are from Egypt but live in
Oman in Adam city. We have
no church and no Sunday
schools; we are the only
Christian family in our part of
the country. I want to thank
SAT‑7 because, as a result of
your programs, my brother
and I are able to learn and
memorize all the songs, and
to learn Biblical stories and
Bible verses.”

“I am without any hope and
have got many problems
in my life. I decided to
commit suicide. However,
very accidentally, I saw your
channel and over the past
week watched some of your
programs. I don’t know why
but I changed my mind and I
decided to contact you.”

7-year-old girl,
writing to Mr. Know

“I have seen your program,
Resurrection: God Has a Plan
for Me. It was amazing. This
program gave very good
answers for my suffering (and
I think it is God’s plan). Your
channel also gave me a new
point of view with the short
film on Mary. Thank you. I
hope that you will continue
to broadcast such short films.
God bless you.”

“Usually every Sunday, I go
to Church. But because of
my surgery, I was at home. I
wanted to find a Christian TV
program in Farsi and I found
the program Dandelion for
first time, and I loved it.”
From a SAT‑7 PARS
viewer, who lives
in London and is
battling cancer

Woman from Iran

Turkish woman
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Outside Events of 2012
The past year has witnessed a
wealth of outside events aired on
SAT‑7. A few of them stand out
as special, reflecting the unique
nature of the event or the sheer
number of people involved - and
the immeasurable significance of
the Holy Spirit at work.

“I want to
thank you
all for your
presence in
Iraq. This is
a very huge
encouragement
to us...”
Man in Kirkuk
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Live Broadcast from
Erbil, Iraq
On 22nd April 2012, SAT‑7 aired
its first-ever live episode from Iraq.
Executive Director Rita El Mounayer
co-hosted the episode with Jamie,
Joyce and Rawad from the popular
teen program, From Me to You.
The event featured a live studio
audience, moving testimonies, a
local Christian sand-artist, viewer
call-ins, and worship in both the
Arabic and Kurdish languages. A
man in Kirkuk was so touched that
he called to tell the presenters over
the air, “I want to thank you all for
your presence in Iraq. This is a huge
encouragement to us, the church in
Iraq, that our brothers from Lebanon
are coming into our midst. The same
God that you worship is the God that
we worship in Iraq.”

Left: Live broadcast
from Erbil, Iraq

One Thing
Over 9,000 people joined in song
and prayer at One Thing, a threeday mega-conference broadcast live
by SAT‑7 from 4th to 6th October.
The mostly young participants
gathered in the Egyptian oasis
town of Wadi El Natroon, heard
challenging messages from Bible
teachers and worshipped with
Christian singers from across the
Middle East. After One Thing, many
people wrote to SAT‑7, requesting
that videos from the event be
posted online. Those who could not
attend One Thing wanted to see the
videos for the first time, and those
who had attended were anxious to
re-live the experience.

Right: 'One Thing' Event,
Rev Dr Sameh Maurice Main Speaker
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Count It Right Festival
Count It Right, an annual sports
festival, also held in Wadi El
Natroon, attracted over 10,000
youth each day! From 25th to
28th October, SAT‑7 broadcast the
festival live on its Arabic language
channels and on YouTube©. Famous
Christian athletes came to share
their testimonies and exhibit their
talents as power-lifters, bicycle stunt
men, karate experts, basketball
players, and more. Moved by a
Count It Right worship service,
an Egyptian man reflected, “We
touched the heavens with our hands
on that day.”

“We touched
the heavens
with our hands
on that day.”
Egyptian Man

Left: 'Count It Right'
festival, Egypt
Below: 'Power of
Forgiveness' event.

Coptic Patriarch's
Enthronement

Power of Forgiveness
Rallies

In March 2012, H H Pope Shenouda
passed away, after leading Egypt’s
Coptic community for 40 years.
SAT‑7 commemorated the life of
this much beloved spiritual leader
in a series of special programs. On
18th November, SAT‑7 then aired
live from St. Mark’s Cathedral in
Cairo the enthronement ceremony
of the new Coptic Patriarch, H H
Pope Tawadros. The Patriarch is the
highly respected spiritual leader of
about 8 million Coptic Christians
living in Egypt (the largest Christian
community in the Middle East)
and several million more living
in western countries. His role in
guiding the Coptic Orthodox
Church is especially important
at this time, when Christians are
seeking constitutional equality in a
fast changing Egypt.

From 28th February to 2nd March
2013, SAT‑7 aired the Power of
Forgiveness meetings live from Erbil,
Iraq. Over 700 people attended the
public events, to join in prayer and
worship in the Kurdish and Arabic
languages, and hear challenging
messages from Rev. Dr. Josh
McDowell and Rev. Rafat Azab.
There was hardly a dry eye in the
room as Josh McDowell shared his
own personal story of traumatic
childhood abuse, coming to Christ,
and the long road to forgiveness.
The implications of his message are
crucial in a country like Iraq, where
sectarianism and random violence
have destroyed countless families
and the need for reconciliation and
forgiveness is everywhere.
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Studio Renovations & Construction
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Beirut, Lebanon

Cairo, Egypt

Unexpected flooding incurred
thousands of dollars worth of
material damage to the studio in
Lebanon, resulting in a temporary
suspension of live broadcasts. In
response to emergency appeals
from SAT‑7 support offices,
generous supporters donated funds
to cover all the expenses.

The construction phase of the
new studio in Cairo is complete.
Renovations have transformed the
third floor of the building into what
Executive Director Farid Garas has
dubbed the “Upper Room Studio.”
In 2002, it was a simple unfinished

Construction is underway for a
new studio building in Beirut, and
its completion is anticipated in
mid-2014. The larger space should
accommodate all the production
needs for the SAT‑7 team in Beirut,
with the added opportunity to
rent out part of the studio space
in order to generate income.
Thanks to the great generosity of
a SAT‑7 supporter, the studio is
being provided free-of-charge to
SAT‑7 for a period of 25 years - but
will still need to be fitted out with
new cameras, lighting and other
equipment in 2014.

office space. It is now a production
floor with higher ceilings, dressing
rooms, insulated walls, two control
rooms, and a reception area.
Recording is already underway in
the Upper Room Studio, although
it stills needs to be outfitted with
its own new lighting and other
equipment.

Below: The Egypt
office's new "Upper
Room" studio
provides room for
larger sets and studio
audiences!

London, UK

Limassol, Cyprus
The SAT‑7 PARS team renovated the
set designs for two of the channel’s
most popular programs, Dandelion
(in Farsi, Ghasadek) and Carousel
(in Farsi, Gardooneh). Graphic
designer Maral Karaee has further
enhanced viewers’ experiences by
complementing the set designs
with virtual animation.

Above: The newly
renovated PARS
Studio in the UK
began broadcasting
live again in March
2013.

Istanbul, Turkey
In April 2012, SAT‑7 TÜRK moved
to a new building in Istanbul. At
about 950m², it is more than twice
the total area of the former space
SAT‑7 TÜRK had used since 2003.
The new facility has two separate
studio spaces with 5m high ceilings.
The main studio is 120m² with an
adjacent control room, and the
secondary studio is 85m² with a
large green-screen for recording
with virtual backgrounds. As in
the case of the other locations, the
studios still need new cameras,
lighting, and other equipment.

In July 2012, SAT‑7 PARS
temporarily suspended the live
shows regularly broadcast from
London, while construction teams
rebuilt the studio interior, adding a
second studio space on the upper
floor. Programming Coordinator
Nikoo Ordodary reports, "Rooms are
now better soundproofed and control
rooms and studio spaces are all wired
properly for recording purposes. New
recording equipment has also been
purchased to enhance the quality of
our productions in the UK. The new
Studio…looks not only impressive,
but every corner of it has been put
to use for a particular purpose – with
no wasted space!" SAT‑7 PARS aired
its first live broadcast, since the
renovations, on the occasion of the
Persian New Year (Norouz) during
March 2013.
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International Council Members March 2013
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Melih Ekener
Executive Director of
SAT‑7 TÜRK
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council
1

2 Mr Billy Hellmark
Representing the SAT‑7
Partnership Council
3 Rev. Dr Mehrdad Fatehi
Founder and Executive Director of
Pars Theological Centre
4 Mr David Middleton
Executive Director TR-7 UK
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council
5 “Dr Moez”
Professor of Philosophy and a
Church Pastor in a North African
country
6 Mr James Blankemeyer
(Alternate member for Mr. Peter
Schulze, representing SAT‑7 USA)

Dr Mike Bassous
General Secretary of the Bible
Society of Lebanon
7

8 Mr Peter Schulze
Chairman of the SAT‑7 USA Board
10 Rev. Timo Reuhkala
Chairman of SAT‑7 Europe

Venerable Canon
Bill Schwartz OBE
Anglican Church in Qatar
11

12 Dr Terence Ascott
SAT‑7 Founder & CEO
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council

“Brother Ziya”
Researcher, Academic
and Writer
Secretary of the SAT‑7
International Council
13

14 Ms Sara Afshari
Executive Director for
SAT‑7 PARS
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council
15 Mrs Irén Frändå
Chief Financial Officer for SAT‑7
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council
16 Mr Roy Kemp
Chairman of SAT‑7 Trust in UK
Treasurer of the SAT‑7
International Council
17 Rev. Dr Habib Badr
Pastor of the National Evangelical
Church of Beirut
Chairman of the SAT‑7
International Council

Archbishop Sebouh
Sarkissian
Archbishop of the Armenian
Prelacy of Tehran
18

Ms Rita Elmounayer
Executive Director for SAT‑7's
Arabic Channels
Ex Officio member of SAT‑7
International Council
19

Mar Dr. Gregorios
Yohanna Ibrahim
Metropolitan of the Syrian
Church, Aleppo
20

Ms Tamar Karasu
Executive Secretary of the Bible
Society in Turkey
21

Bishop Dr. Munib A. Younan
President of the Synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church
in Jordan and the Holy Land
Bishop Dr Paul Rouhana
General Secretary of the Middle
East Council of Churches (MECC)
Rev. Ashton T. Stewart
Chairman of the SAT‑7 PARS Board
Mr. Ray Padrón
(Alternate member for Mr. Peter
Schulze, representing SAT‑7 USA)
Ms Caroline Tautz
Chief Operations Director of an
international news agency, Dubai
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Rev. Carlos Madrigal
Chairman of SAT‑7 TÜRK Board

Not pictured:

Archbishop Avak Assadourian
Primate of the Armenian Diocese
of Iraq & General Secretary for the
Council of Church Leaders in Iraq

H.G. Bishop Marcos
Coptic Orthodox Bishop for the
Diocese of Shoubra El Kheima

Rev. Dr Safwat El Baiady
President of the Protestant
Churches in Egypt
Vice-Chairman of the SAT‑7
International Council
Monsignor Roland
Aboujaoude
Patriarchal Auxillary and
Protosyncellus of the Maronite
Church in Lebanon
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Channel Updates

During 2012, SAT‑7 ARABIC
excelled in a variety of programs
that offered something for
everyone. Viewers met new
hosts and guests discussing
unique topics, reflecting the
vast diversity of views across the
Middle East and North Africa.

“How wonderful
to find a Syrian
program just
for us. May
God bless you
and use you to
the glory of His
name.”
Syrian Man

Below: Syrian
presenter Nour
Botros hosts 'Just for
You' - Syria.

Building bridges

The current affairs show Salt of the
Earth (in Arabic, Malah al-Ard) was
so successful that SAT‑7 ARABIC
expanded the program under
the new name Bridges (in Arabic,
Jossour). For several months, it was
broadcast live weekly from both
Beirut and Cairo. The program aims
to build “bridges” of understanding
between nations, between faith
communities, and between God’s
eternal Truth and modern-day
events.

Airing real issues
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The live show, Allo Iraq, began
airing in 2012. Iraqi hosts Lina
Shaffo and Ehsan Jarro lead
worship and talk with callers
about issues especially relevant
to Iraqis. The program grew and
was reintroduced as Just for You
(in Arabic, Kermalak). It now also
includes a segment designed
specifically for Syrians, hosted by
Syrian – Nour Botros.

Above: 'Thread & Needle' program airing live
from Egypt Studio.
Right: 'Building Bridges'

Womens’ talk show

In November, SAT‑7 ARABIC began
airing the new live talk show Thread
& Needle (in Arabic, Ibra wa Kheit),
challenging the status quo and
redefining womanhood based on
biblical wisdom. Presenters Mary
Daniel, Sandra Wadiaa, and Maie
El Kharat discuss prominent social
issues women face.

Forbidden topics

Tunisian Christian Imed D. boldly
tackles controversial social issues
from a biblical perspective as
he hosts Forbidden (in Arabic,
Mamnoua). Honor killings, child
adoption and sexual violence
are just a few of the topics Imed
discusses that are normally
“forbidden” or taboo to discuss
publicly in many communities in
the region.

SAT‑7 ARABIC Audience
responses by method 2012

SAT‑7 ARABIC YouTube clip views
2012

FacebookFans

5,789,601

42%

YouTube

32%

4%

Phone

Email

1%
Website

12%

9%

SMS

SAT‑7 ARABIC website
statistics 2012

2011

2,109,727
Visitors

198,438

Page views

501,103
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Right: Special 100th
episode of Why Is
That? with host
Essam Nagy.

SAT‑7 KIDS has greatly increased
live programming output and
social media interaction over
the past year. The quality and
professionalism of the channel
are being recognized not only
by viewers, but also by secular
industry professionals.

Awarded for excellence

Pan Arab Web Awards (PAWA),
one of the most prestigious media
awards ceremonies in the Arab
World, has recognized the creative
work on the SAT‑7 KIDS website.
Launched in December 2011,
sat7kids.com won a gold award in
the 2012 ‘Media – TV and Radio’
category.

North African Programming
A puppet show entitled Bahaman
became the first program to air in
the Moroccan dialect on
SAT‑7 KIDS.

“With
SAT‑7 KIDS,
our children are
safe and they
are learning
many things.
I am so
happy that
my children
love to watch
a religious
channel more
they do
any Cartoon
channels.”
Mother from Egypt

Musical Programs

Let’s Sing Together, hosted by
Marianne Awaraji Daou, launched
as a weekly live show during 2012.
Children call in to sing, pray, and
ask questions on-air. Marianne has
also produced an album, expanding
her role from the television into the
music industry.

SAT‑7 KIDS audience
responses by method 2012

Website

100 episodes

On 7th December, SAT‑7 KIDS
celebrated its 5th anniversary. On
the same day, the channel’s popular
program, Why Is That? celebrated
its 100th episode. Why Is That? was
the first program to air live on
SAT‑7 KIDS, hosted by Essam Nagy.

SAT‑7 KIDS YouTube
clip views
2012

358,489

47%

Email

33%

Facebook
10%

Phone
Letters

1

%

2%

2011

180,229

10%

SMS
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PARS Teaching Programs

From the talented members
of its team to the set designs
and episode topics, SAT‑7 PARS
has refreshed every aspect of
the channel’s programming.
These efforts further extend the
loving message of the Gospel to
Farsi-speakers, many of whom
face the pressures of financial
hardship, political instability,
and persecution.

“I wanted to
thank you for
the Carousel
show. I have a
four year old
daughter who
loves your show
and watches it
every day.”
Iranian Woman
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Left: 'Gardooneh'
provides entertainment
and a great Christian
message for Persian
Children.

Live Show

The popular children’s show,
Garden of Carousel (in Farsi,
Gardooneh) went live for the first
time on Universal Children’s Day
– 20th November 2012. Another
character, named Mr. Know-It-All,
has joined Parastoo in hosting the
program.

Encouraging through Music

Music videos aired on SAT‑7 PARS
are gaining a following on-screen
and online. A Letter from Prison and
Pray for Iran are just two of the
latest well-watched music videos
that call attention to the persecuted
Church in Iran and encourage
viewers to pray for fellow believers.

SAT-7 PARS provides high quality,
Biblical teaching through its
Seminary Of The Air (SOTA)
programing. These programs are
often the only access that Persians
have to solid, systematic theological
training - and they can view them
from the safety of their own homes.
Live interactive programs six days
a week help keep PARS’ on-air
teaching dynamic and relevant to
the questions and concerns of its
different audiences.

Discussing Youth Issues

A new season of the youth program,
Dandelion (in Farsi, Ghasadek)
invites youth to discuss live on-air,
challenging issues that they face.

SAT‑7 PARS Audience
responses by method 2012

SMS Phone
39%

21%

Skype

1

%

Facebook20
5%

Twitter

%

Email

9%
5%

Yahoo

2012 was a year of “firsts”
for SAT‑7 TÜRK, under the
leadership of the newly
appointed Executive Director,
Melih Ekener, in a newly rented
studio space. The channel
launched a number of innovative
programs and initiatives
addressing contempory trends
in Turkish culture.

“I’m a Catholic
Christian from
Istanbul. I just
found your
website now.
I’m so happy to
find it, because
I haven't heard
about this news
and broadcast
channel before,
but now that
I have I’ll be
following it.
Thanks for
what you are
sharing. God
bless you!”

24/7 TÜRK web channel

1st October marked the launch
of the SAT‑7 TÜRK 24/7 Web TV
channel. Viewers can now watch
the channel anytime, anywhere at
sat7turk.com/live-tv

Turkish Testimonies

A groundbreaking program, entitled
180° with Christ, began airing on
SAT‑7 TÜRK in December. 180° with
Christ features the testimonies of
over 50 new believers across Turkey.

Melih Ekener adds, “True-life stories
can be easily understood by viewers.
Christianity is more of a ‘lifestyle’
than an ideology.”

Biblical Strategy

Following the growing trend of
competitive chess among Turks,
King’s Strike is teaching viewers
more than just the game. King’s
Strike is a program on SAT‑7 TÜRK
that uses chess as a model to
convey important biblical principles.

Turkish man

New Website

A new SAT‑7 TÜRK website was
launched in early 2012, and with
it, a News Center (in Turkish, Haber
Merkezi). The News Center appeals
to the popularity of news programs
amongst Turkish television viewers.
It also presents accurate information
that seeks to dispel misconceptions
about Christianity and the Church.

Right: 'King's
Strike' combines
the strategies of
Chess with Biblical
Principals to teach
viewers about
Christ's Love.
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Finances

All figures are in USD and have been rounded to simplify the reading of
financial data. Detailed, audited accounts for the different legal entities of
SAT‑7 are available upon request.

2012 was a very challenging year financially!
On the one hand, we were encouraged by the growing grassroots support for the ministry but, on the other, support from
major donors and foundations dropped significantly – in part due
to low returns on investments over the previous couple of years.
The bottom line was that, despite expenses being some 5% under
budget, income was still a record $1.4 million (10%) below
actual expenses, and $2.1 million (14%) below budget.
By the end of 2012 all operating capital had been eroded,
making for a difficult start to the new year.

Growth in SAT‑7 Annual Income 1996 – 2012
(2013 Projected)

USA
$8,168,000 (66%)
United Kingdom
$1,834,000 (15%)

14
12

Far East
$147,000 (1%)

10

Europe
$1,892,000 (15%)

8
6

Canada
$147,000 (1%)

4
2
2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

Middle East
$232,000 (2%)
1996
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Dr Terence Ascott, CEO

2012 Income by Region

Projected income
$14,300,000

US dollars millions

“SAT‑7 is a 'faith
ministry' and it
has been exciting
to see how God
has provided in
special ways
these last months,
overcoming the
very difficult
start to 2013!”

Total income
$12,420,000

2012 Expenses by Type

2013 Budgeted Expenses by Type

Programming
$5,214,000 (38%)

Programming
$5,017,000 (35%)

Investments in
Fixed Assets
$704,000 (5%)
Broadcasting & IT
$2,449,000 (18%)
Program
Acquisition
$399,000 (3%)
Studios, Facilities
& Admin
$2,446,000 (17%)

Fundraising
$1,283,000 (9%)
Information &
Communications
$1,060,000 (8%)
Audience Relations
& Research
$265,000 (2%)
Total expenditure
$13,820,000

Fundraising
$1,280,000 (9%)

Broadcasting & IT
$2,398,000 (17%)

Information &
Communications
$1,062,000 (7%)

Program
Acquisition
$550,000 (4%)
Studios, Facilities
& Admin
$2,704,000 (19%)

Audience Relations
& Research
$382,000 (3%)

Total expenditure
$14,300,000

2013 Budgeted Expenses by Channel

2012 Expenses by Channel
SAT‑7 TÜRK
$1,379,000 (10%)

Investments in
Fixed Assets
$907,000 (6%)

SAT‑7 ARABIC
& PLUS
$6,222,000 (45%)

SAT‑7 TÜRK
$1,460,000 (11%)

SAT‑7 ARABIC
& PLUS
$6,195,000 (43%)

SAT‑7 KIDS
$3,055,000 (21%)

SAT‑7 KIDS
$2,624,000 (19%)
SAT‑7 PARS
$3,595,000 (26%)
Total expenditure
$13,820,000

SAT‑7 PARS
$3,590,000 (25%)
Total expenditure
$14,300,000
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SAT‑7 Partners
SAT‑7’s Partner organizations
and churches are a vital part
of the ministry and contribute
essential resources to maximize
the effectiveness of the mission.
Our Partners not only assist with
much needed financing, but
many also help provide key staff
members, programming, training,
telephone counseling services or
other assets or services essential
to the ministry. The Partners of
SAT‑7 meet at least annually, to
review progress, policies and
organizational changes, approve
accounts, plans and budgets and
elect voting representatives to the
SAT‑7 International Council.
Here is a list of some of our current
30 or so Partners who help SAT‑7
accomplish this huge vision:
If you would like more information
on becoming a SAT‑7 Partner,
please contact us using the
information opposite.

Middle East and International
Bible Society of Egypt
Kasr El Dobara Church, Egypt
The Lighthouse Church, Kuwait
National Evangelical Church in Kuwait
Paul Mission International, Korea
Road Mission, Korea
SAAWE, South Africa

SAT‑7 International Office

Europe
Danish Bible Society, Denmark
Dansk Europamission
Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission,
Finnish Lutheran Mission
Hilfsaktion Märtyrerkirche, Germany
Icelandic Lutheran Mission
InterAct (Evangeliska Frikyrkan), Sweden
IRR-TV, Finland
Life Agape International, France
Mission Afrika, Denmark
Norea Mediemisjon, Norway
Normisjon, Norway
Norwegian Missionary Society
Stefanus Alliance, Norway
Pentecostal Assemblies of Switzerland
Saron Church, Sweden
Swedish Evangelical Mission
The Messengers, Finland

SAT‑7 Europe
Postboks 117 DK-6070
Christiansfeld Danmark
Phone: +45 40 33 66 59
europe@sat7.org

North America
Crossings Community Church
International Ministries of American
Baptist Churches
Trail Christian Fellowship

SAT‑7 P. O. Box 26760
CY-1647 Nicosia Cyprus
Phone: (357) 22-76 10 50
Fax: (357) 22-76 10 40
mail@sat7.org

Other SAT‑7 ministry offices:

The USA
Canada
The UK
Lebanon
Istanbul
Egypt

For more
information
or to make
a donation
online go to
www.sat7.org

email: usa@sat7.org
email: canada@sat7.org
email: uk@sat7.org
email: lebanon@sat7.org
email: turkey@sat7.org
email: egypt@sat7.org

